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Pr~foc~ 

Political economy has always had an affinity with spectrology, point

ing to invisible hands and ot~er such ghostly presences to. explain ~he 
course of economic events. ThiS may well be because there 1s somethmg 
uncanny about how, in economic processes, circulating objects and signs 
take on a spectral willfulness. Since the eighteenth century, market mech
anisms and the movements of capital have been experienced as mystifying 
phenomena, with demyscification seen as the key to the achievement of 
enlightenment by modern societies. This is especially true for the move
ments and struatures of the modern finance economy. Although financial 
markets can be understood as organizations in which a sizeable amount 
of human welfare is determined, there is nothing transparent about what 
takes place in them. We are referring here not only to the modes of behav
ior, mentalities, practices, or theories operative in the world of finance but 
also to their general dynamics, which have become a key determinant of 
social relations in the world today thanks to the unimaginably vast sums 
of money involved. Events in the world of finance shape the general course 
of events, so it weighs all the more heavily that there is such heated dis
agreement about the rules or logic connecting one event in this sphere 
wilh any other. The so-called crises of recent decades have led us to ask 
whether what is taking place in the arenas of the international finance 
economy is the efficient interaction of rational actors or a spectacle of the 
purest irrationality. In any case, it remains uncertain whether the much
invoked "spirit of capitalism" operates reliably and rationally or simply 
insanely. 

This situation has given rise to a multifaceted problem of interpre
tation. We are dealing with an economic worldview that for some time 
~has presented the relationship between human beings and things in 

own peculiar way; this view has in turn produced complications so 
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inrricare thar economic science has taken on itself the rask of elucidating 
them. The difficulty we are faced wirh, which is both real and herme
neuric, is rhar rhe science of eu>nomics has spenr rhe lasr three hundred 
years crearing rhe very economic facrs ir is now struggling to decipher. 
The following reAecrions address rhis stare of affairs. Referring ro several 
key consrellarions of economic knowledge from the eighreenrh cenrury 
ro rhe presenr, they rerurn repearedly to rhose apparendy unprecedenred 
evenrs-such as financial crises or "crashes" -which have rendered the 
workings of rhe finance economy anyrhing bur rransparenr. lr is cerrainly 
nor our inrenrion ro offer a blueprinr for rhe reconsrrucrion of rhe presenr 
economic sysrem, however necessary such a rask may be. Rarher, our rask 
is ro undersrand how rhe modern finance economy is arrempring ro come 
ro grips wirh the world ir has creared in irs image. lr is a world in which 
"rhe specrer of capiral" appears as a dpher for rhose powers from which 
our presenr rakes irs laws. 

THE SPECTER OF CAPITAL 



The Black Swan 

Cosmopolis 

It happened in New York on an April day in the year 2000. The 
Twin Towers of the World Trade Center were still standing. The American 
economy had been growing non-stop for more than a hundred months; 

' the Dow Jones Industrial Index had just climbed above n,ooo points to 
~ch an all-time high, while electronic trade on the NASDAQ was rally
ing steadily. From the top Boors of the Trump World Tower, not far from 
UN headquarters, a view of the East River emerged as day broke, reveal
ing the bridges and smokestacks of Queens and in the distance, beyond 
the suburbs, a misty haze and seagulls swarming far below. 

After a sleepless night, a twenty-eight-year-old billionaire fund man
ager decides to leave his apartment on Manhattan's East Side to go to a 
hairdresser on the shabby West Side, his part of town as a child. He rides 
down in one of the private elevators and climbs into his white armor
plated stretch limousine, fitted out with cork sound-proofing, surveillance 
cameras and numerous screens relaying world news and stock exchange 
prices. His chiefs of security and technology are already waiting for him, 
~g with the chauffeur. The vehicle turns into Forty-seventh Street on 
iu way west, passing one high-rise apartment building after another. As 
chc. night wears on, it gets caught up in a series of adventures and compli
UIIons that may rightly be called an odyssey. 
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On the way, the fund manager meets his wife and one or other 0 · 

his mistresses. There is a report that the IMF director has been mur
dered, and likewise a Russian oligarch, a media entrepreneur, who had 
been a friend of this young billionaire. Crawling through the traffic. the 
limousine crosses Park and Madison Avenues, drives through the old 
Jewish neighborhood and reaches the Broadway theater district, only to 
be trapped in the chaos of an antiglobalization protest. A bomb explodes 
at the entrance to an investment bank; as a young man sets himself on 
fire, our speculator looks on, unaware that he himself will soon &II vic. 
tim to a pie attack. Suddenly, and for no particular reason, he kills his 
chief of security and reaches his childhood hairdresser's near the docks. 
Then, equally inexplicably and abruptly, he leaves the hairdresser. gets 
involved with three hundred naked extras in a late-night film shoot, and 
coincidentally runs into his wife for the last time. An ex-colleague is 
waiting for him in a deserted ruin, and this man, he must finally under. 
stand, will be his murderer. 

With this strange story, Don Delillo's 2003 novel takes us right 
into the arena of the modern financial market, touches on the question 
of whether that market lends itself to narrative treatment and offers a 
series of narrative and rhetorical figures to represent the riddle of the 
finance economy, its protagonists and their operations. In his 19n 
novel, Players, Delillo had already pursued the question of how busi· 
ness finance and stock market speculation can be presented in narrative 
form. The narrative device he has chosen in Cosmopolis-a New York 
speculator's trip one day to the hairdresser's -amounts to a synopsis of 
modes of perception and problems which must still be termed capitalist. 
The key to this achievement is Delillo's depiction of his main character. 
Around this figure he develops an allegory of modern finance capital· 
ism, invoking both received historical ideas and contemporary economic 
theories. At the same time, the particular narrative method employed br 
the novel, with its hypertrophic amassing of events, raises fundamerual 
questions about how different incidents are interconnected in the cur· 
rent global economy. An opportunity thus presents itself to question ~ 
inner workings of the capitalist economy, this system that appears to be 
our destiny. 
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CapitaliSt spirit 

Delillo's first move is to give his fund manager cum specularor some 
of the proven, canonical features that have distinguished the careers of 
financial and stock market speculators for at least cwo hundred years
and ensure that we recognize them. "Young, smart and raised by wolves" 
(tl), renowned for the ruthless efficiency and killer instinct that make him 
the embodiment of finance capitalism in all its riskiness, Delillo's hero 
belongs in a series running from the "condottieri," "pirates," and "were
wolves" of the money business in Balzac, through Marx's knights-errant of 
credit, up to the "mad dogs," "rogue traders," and "wolf packs" of today's 
foreign exchange markets} Furthermore, Delillo's protagonist, sporting 
the vigorous-sounding name of Eric Packer, enters the scene in disguise, as 
a character mask- or rather, a dream figure, an apparition-personifying 
the most recent form of finance capitalism. He is not only hyperalert and 
sleep-deprived, manic and prone to excess, he is at home everywhere and 
nowhere, an Odysseus of globalizarion and citizen of a monetary cosmop-

is. He is marked, above all, by his longing to leave behind the ponderous 
he:~viness of the material world, where physical conditions of ownership 
till prevail. He dreams that use values will die out and that the referential 

dimension of reality will vanish: he dreams, too, of the dissolution of the 
v. .. rld into streams of data and the absolute tyranny of the binary code, 
:uuil he places his faith in the spiritual appeal of cyber-capital, transposed 
into eternal light via the shimmering and Bickering of charts on count-

screens. 
It is the dream of ultimate, radical transubsrantiation. Emile Zola's 

~I about financial specularion, Money, had already referred to poets of 
~!.lime sums of money. This novel deals with a more recent mutation: Ver-

1inc's ~ mlludit returns in a new generation of professional symbolists. 
ive and extravagant, they devote themselves to making money "talk 
f" (n) in a free, artificial and self-referential play of signs, sealed 

ansr the rest of the world like the cork-lined office-limousine that is so 
tni~cnt of Marcel Proust's insulated bedroom. What is finally accom

here is nothing less than a raid by the future on the rest of time. 
!he words and concepts of everyday language, we are told on one 

'0. are still overburdened with remnants of historical meaning: they 
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are all too "cumbrous" and "and-futuristic" (54). By comrast, oscillating 
share market and foreign exchange mechanisms dictate a rhythm, mea. 
sured in nanoseconds, from which the traces of history have been erued, 
annulled in the maelstrom of futures and their derivatives: "The present 
is being sucked out of the world, to make way for a future of uncontrolled 
markets with huge investmem potential. The future becomes urgent" (79). 
Just as the market is imerested only in prospects for future profit, di.sre. 
garding past and presem, so this form of capitalism dreams of oblivion; it 
deals with the power of the future and fulfills itself in the end of history. 

Faced with the mysteries of the most modern form of finance capital. 
ism, DeLillo responds in his novel by combining elements of the old and 
the new capitalist memality. On the one hand, this allows him to portray 
the addiction to change and the continual revolutionizing of global and 
economic structures in the name of capitalist free emerprise as a process of 
"creative destruction," to borrow Schumpeter's famous phrase: "Destroy 
the past, make the furure" (93). The forces of capital were never irutr
ested in preservation; they were never "conservative" in that sense. On the 
other hand, it enables him to show how these forces have freed themselves 
from the sphere of production. Thanks to the alliance of "technology and 
capital" (13), the culture of the market has become as insubstantial as it is 
all-encompassing. The movemem of capital now knows no hounds. Freed 
from the material manifestations of wealth, it has installed itself in "a time 
beyond geography and touchable money" (36). It dictates its own dynam
ics and standards of mobility, abandoning all local, social and political 
constrainrs. 

As a result, market culture can absorb revolt and anarchy as vial 
expressions of its own system, treating protest as a fantasy spawned 
the free market itself and capitalism as the consequential self-optimiza.. 
don of that fantasy: "The protest was a form of systemic hygiene. ... 
attested again, for the ten thousandth time, to market culture's innovatiwtl 
brilliance, its ability to reshape itself to its own flexible ends, absorbin& 
everything around it" (99). This system, DeLillo's novel of ideas suggesa
reforms itself through resistance, neutralizing opposition by assimilari 
whatever protest actions may spomaneously rise up against it. It achicwt 
perfection-in keeping with the goals of "New Management" -bJ 
becoming a veritable fund of creative energy. 
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It is no accidem that the whole course of events is encapsulated in a 
slogan lifted from the f.unous opening lines of the Communist Manifisto, 
a slogan modified by the demonStrators to make the capitalist spirit imer
changeable with its former, "spectral" coumerpart. Appearing on an elec
uonic stock ticker displayed on the f~ade of an inveumem bank, it reads: 
•A SPECTER IS HAUNTING THE WORLD-THE SPECTER OP CAPITALISM" (96). 

Security breakdown 

This literary compilation of canonical formulae, drawn from both 
older and more recent analyses of capitalism-from Marx and Engels, 
through Schumpeter, up to Baudrillard, Bolranski, Chiapello, or 
Rifkinl-forms a tableau depicting the latesr in a series of industrial rev
olutions. With me era of the steam engine and the regime of automation 
behind it, capitalism is now following a "digital imperative" and, in the 
process. seeking to regulate "every breath drawn by the billions of people 
who live on this planet" (24). This must be seen against the backdrop of 
che massive technological and economic upheaval brought about by the 
creation of electronic stack exchanges, the spread of computerized trading 
since the 1980s, the extension of networks, the imroducdon of ISDN, and 
c1r.c: conversion of the frequency spectrum to 300 megahertz, all of which 
W to exponential growth in the mobility of capital transactions.' 

At the c;emer of this euphoric alliance of information technology 
and finance capital, in Delillo's novel, stands a course of events that lacks 
dear direction and follows a totally improbable and irrational course
...,, in the process, yields an interpretation of what it means to live under 
c.Mitions created by today's finance economy. This is revealed, on the 
oer hand, by the way narrated events themselves unfold. For the path of 
DtUUo's allegory of capitalism leads further than expected. It not only 

from the eighty-ninth story of a luxury apartment tower to street
wbby backyards; it not only moves from east to west, so following 
~iling direction of the American dream; and it not only draws a 
from life to death, the place where exchange is no longer possible and 

transactions cease. Like another modern Ulysses who spent an entire 
wandtring through a metropolis, the route taken by DeLillo's pro

terns~ recalls the erratic itinerary of age-old voyages at sea. The allegory 
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amounts in effect to a Homeric pastiche, recalling the fate of vov~·-·· 
all its variants. 

It is the path of the nostos, the circuitous route of a long 
home. For DeLillo, however, the hero's homecoming has become a 
descent into the realm of childhood, while the ship bearing the hero 
from the Aegean is now an armored vehicle, cruising through 
ous metropolitan streets. Homer's Pendope, weaving as she waits, 
as a poetry-spinning heiress to billions. The hero falls into her arms 
at the end of his journey but on the way, more than once and 
by chance. Nausicaa, Circe, Calypso and the Sirens, oracles, and 
have assumed the form of female bodyguards, former lovers and 
scholars, as well as avant-garde artists, masked demonstrators and 
ployed computer whizzes. And the circle of hell that Dante reserved 
cunning Odysseus is realized, at the end of Delillo's novd, in the 
scenery of an endJessly drawn-out death moment. 

Clearly, this epic tendency in the novel does not pre.•uppose "a 
already prosaically ordered," to borrow Hegd's definicion of the m"GCCIL • 
novel. Delillo leads us instead into a world in which events are loosdy 
merdy episodically interlinked, appearing as external forces and hard~W 
that ultimately take a turn for the worse as they interconnect and es~ 
in a fateful way. For Hegd, epic conventions are out of keeping with ocpi 
nized society, institutionalized community and above all the rule ofJa.\ 
in Delillo's hands they mark the entry-point into a zone of eleme 
danger. Whereas questions regarding security systems, preventive ~ 
sures, risk assessment, surveillance and harm avoidance accumulate ~ 
thoroughly hyperbolical ways early on in the novd-"our system's securl 
(12.)-security increasingly breaks down as events unfold. The presidcii: 
of the United States, the last exponent of sovereign state power, now 
only as an image of one of the "undead" (77). If a particular moment 
be said to represent this situation symbolically, it is the moment when 
protagonist uses a code word to release the safety catch on his 
security's automatic pistol and unexpectedly shoots him dead, thus 
ing this security measure against itself. 

With that, Delillo's allegory of capitalism steps-beyond the 
into a wilderness at the heart of civilization, a realm where terrorisC: 
impulses are given free rein, sudden assaults and attacks diaate the 
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thm of life and barbarism is rife. It is the world of hwa-byung, susto, 
,ft those culture-bound syndromes that have become bywords, in 

• . the Caribbean, or Malaysia, for the way indigenous people vent 
~· .. f repressed rage, pure horror, or p~ac 10 ac~s o. ~ncontrolled ~iolence.5 

,.ult is a caricature of an emotionally pnmatave landscape 10 which 
e:st:essd of the "fanatical uopics" (2.8) are mixed with the horrors of 

.tibtion, slaughter, and "red meat" (14). DeLillo's protagonist is 
~ in the end by the "power of pre-determined events" (147) and 

mbs, 
25 

if to a "principle of fate" (107), to the death that has long 
him. The word "speculator" derives from the Roman name for a 

ry (tp«Uian) who kept a lookout for danger or misfortune. In keep
dh the general tendency of the narrative, it is this "seer" (46) who 

fhas taken on the role of the "dangerous person" by the end (19). 
1 become the point of attraction for all risky situations, he now lies 

robbed, abandoned, and exposed. 

The unrepresentable 

On the other hand, it is evident that this narrative interplay of 
threat, excessive violence, and fatalism only repeats a framework 

C'VCf1U dictated by the movements of global capital. Throughout his 
-'-scy through the streets of Manhattan, the young fund manager spec

en the fall of the Japanese yen, thereby pursuing one of the most 
·ve financial operations of all, the so-called carry trade. This form 

~it-reliant takeover involves using borrowed capital to buy up shares 
ONnp&nies with healthy profit oudooks, as witnessed in recent years 
t~ ~ of Porsche/Volkswagen and Schaeffier/Conrinental. As the 

pk of Packer Capital in DeLillo's novd indicates, this means that 
~tanriries of potentially high-yidding shares can be bought with yen 

t.rr.wt.l at low interest rates in expectation of a fall in the exchange rate 
ahc yt'n, thus maximizing speculative gains. And something unprece

;and unexpected occurs as a result, providing the novel with one of 
n plot devices. The erratic course that draws DeLillo's protagonist 

enc incident to another and on to his death is shadowed or doubled 
waW run on the currency market: "against expectations" (8), the Japa-
7U' climbs ever higher until nothing can stop its rise; Packer Capital's 
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holdings are wiped out and its CEO is ruined-another odyssey with a 
fatal outcome. 

In the end, DeLillo's novel leaves no doubt that somerhing C.Oill.

pletely unthinkable and irrational has happened in this ''yen-carry," SOine
thing that is metastasizing "out of control" (85), follows no likdy SCript, 
and no longer points to any plausible reality. The state of the world has 
become impossible to decipher. If the notorious "worldliness" of the mod
ern and contemporary novel is bound up with the question of how events 
are ordered and by which rules, then DeLillo's novel registers a return 10 
archaism in the most modern form imaginable; it leads us to suspect tk 
the world of finance economics is battered by the storm winds of events 
signifying the gravest possible danger. Stock market transactions coupled 
with the fatality of brute force: here DeLillo is documenting a variaticJn in 
a pattern of events that, a decade earlier, had been given the tide~ 
Psych(). Financial markets in a state of turmoil mirror zones of elemental 
danger. Together, they shape a narratological program that comttts the 
dynamics of exchange rates into a pattern of epic fatefulness, making tht 
advent of the unlikeliest outcome appear utterly inevitable. 

"What is happening doesn't chan" (21): it cannot be represcnttd. 
This trend in share prices is unreptesentable because it stages an "assault 
on the borders of perception" (11) by vittue of the inconceivably vast swa& 

of money involved, awe-inspiring in their magnitude. It embodies .a 
economic sublime that manifests itself without taking material form. li 
understand what this means, we need only recall that in 1000, fur en. 
pie, 1.9 billion dollars were Rowing daily through the economic netwolk 
of New York City; or that even earlier, in the 1990s, fonnightly tur.M 
there was already equivalent to worldwide economic output.' Beyond 
however, we are dealing here with what the traders call a "situation" 
one of those improbable and rare events, unforeseeable and capricdllll 
that appear without warning, like the actions of a "deranged killer" 
for a long time lived undetected next door, posing as "an excdlent 
and kindly "old neighbor."7 This kind of event has also been described 
"black swan," meaning a unique occurrence with the following three 
butes: first, it exceeds aU expectations and indeed could never have 
expected to take place; second, it has an extreme-in this case, 
impact; third, it provokes an obvious need for explanation, a rettoSi)CCII!I"""'_.. 
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rch fot coherence. background and plausibility. Just as the black swans 
se; modem natural science appeared to be sheer impossibilities and could 
~erefure become emblems of problematic inductive conclusions, so here 
they denote a leap that interrupts the linear sequence of events, leaving 
behind islands of turbulent activity that are scarcely credible, an excess of 

randomness. 8 

In any case, two things have happened by the end of this episodic 
' course of events. On the one hand, disastrous speculative investment has 

destabilized the system itself and brought on a global crisis: "He knew it 
was the yen: His actions regarding the yen were causing storms of dis
r•er. He was so leveraged. his firm's portfolio so large and sprawling, 

linked crucially to the affairs of so many key institutions, all reciprocally 
\'Ulnerable, that the whole system was in danger" (n6). In faa, the market 

the new economic otder did collapse in early 1000 for similar reasons. 
In the first two weeks of April that year, the NASDAQ, the US technology 
exchange. recorded a 17 percent price drop that analysts were at a loss to 
explain. On the other hand, the manifest blindness of self-styled seers and 

l>lacors also had to be admitted: "I couldn't figure out the yen" (190). 
world has become unreadable, its interconnections blurred. Things 
neral are running out of control. The series of stock exchange reports 
currency events fits into no known pattern and progresses without 
rent rationale. At the peak of the financial crisis of early 1000, DeL-

• · protagonist finds himself in the same uncomfOrtable situation that 
n Greenspan, longtime director of the US Federal Reserve Bank and a 

•~•nch advocate of unregulated financial markets, was to confront eight 
. later. It was a situation in which he could no longer apply his "world
; his "ideology," and long-held self-evident truths or interpretations. 

whole intdlectual edifice" of the finance economy came crashing 

By tracing these etratic and apparently irrational movements, DeL
·opo/is naturally brings to mind the financial crises that followed 

ha in rapid succession from the twentieth century into the twenty
the Wall Street crash of 1987 to the 1990 Japanese crisis, the 

rket debacle of 1994, and the Russian collapse of 1998, followed 
lied technology or dot-com bubble of 2.000 and finally the 

2007 to 1oo8 and beyond. Taken together, these were events 
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that by all accounts of economic probability should never have occurred, 
or at most only once every several biJlion years. And DeUllo is perhaps 
also alluding to the surprising speculation on the exchange rate of the yen 
in relation to the US dollar during the 19905, when the rise of the yen did 
appreciable and lasting damage to the Japanese economy, damage that 
would be repeated to ruinous effect between 1998 and 1ooo.U 

Above all, however, the story centers quite obviously on one particu
lar event, and a great deal is at stake in the way that event is presented: both 
the coherence of the narrated world and the rationality of the economic 
system. Here DeLillo is asking whether "plausible realities" that "can be 
traced and analyzed" will continue to exist (85); be explores the "tech
niques of charting" that enable us to grasp and "predict" the movements 
of money markets (75). The bafRing fluctuation in the exchange rate of the 
yen, with all itS calamitous effects, exemplifies the kind of unprecedented 
happening that now challenges all interpretative efforts, and it leads him 
to question nothing less than the sufficient reason behind it. What moti
vates such an event, what shapes its connections and makes it predictable, 
determining its possible or probable course? "The yen is making a state
ment. Read it!" (11). What kind of event is a current market valuation? 
What is expressed through it, how does it change, and what future course 
will it take? How necessary or fortuitous are the links between different 
events, and how erratically or sequentially are they made? Such questions 
lie at the heart of DeUilo's plot, but they are also the focal point for the 
will to knowledge of today's finance economy. DeLillo's literary teXt and 
the speculative play of signs it thematizes both pose a problem of inu~rpre
tation. This is evidently related to the irruption of something unexpected 
and-to use one of Greenspan's phrases-to the dynamic of an "irrational 
exuberance" that puts the system of economic reason, or the rationality of 
this system, to the test. 

Perplexity 

All this inevitably points to a certain perplexity within economic 
science itself, prompting the open question: how, if at all, does an idea of 
the coherence of the economic universe manifest itself here? Economics
this dogma of our time-is in principle quite prepared to use completely 
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different, contradictory interprerations to explain everything that hap
pens in contemporary financial dealings, including crashes and crises. 
One of the most prominent of these interpretations is essentially ortho
dox in nature. It originates in the market fundamentalism of the Chi
cago school and calls itself the "efficient market hypothesis." According to 
this doctrine, financial markets represent the purest distillation of market 
activity in general. Unencumbered by transaction costs, unimpeded by 
uansport needs and the difficulties of production, operated by rational, 
profit-oriented, and therefore reliable economic agentS, they are the ideal, 
frictionless setting for price formation mechanisms and perfect competi
tion. That is why prevailing prices and price fluctuations on these markets 
directly and exhaustively reflect all the available information. Under opti
mal conditions of market competition, so long as all players possess equal 
access to information relevant to pricing-for example, how much and 
how quickly they can buy--current price quotations will accurately con
vey the truth about economic activity in general at any given time. The 
assets to which these prices refer are never really under- or overvalued. 
Any errors and inefficiencies that may eventuate, such as major discrepan-

~ cies betw=n actual and forecast returns, are due only to various irritating 
impediments to free market activity and can quickly be rectified, given 
favorable conditions. As late as 1007, one of the founding fathers of this 
school of thought, Eugene Fama, considered it sdf-evident that there are 
no such things as "bubbles" in financial markets-the very idea is with
out foundation and makes no sense.12 According to this view, all crises and 
depressions are nothing more than adjustment phases documenting the 
relentless forward march of economic reason. The matket itself is what is 
real and hence rational. 

There is another interpretation, which is a little less conservative but 
no less onhodox. Taking the most diverse financial crises as examples, it 
focuses on bubbles, runs, bUSts, and booms, speaking of "financial panic" 
or "euphoric escalations." Since the seventeenth century, and particu
larly since the nineteenth century, terms such as these have been used to 
address the sheer irrationality of speculative transactions that deviate fun
damentally from all standard practices in the commodity market, from 
the principles of economic rationality, and from the basis of the so-called 
rea! economy. Danid Defoe had already documented the susceptibility 
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of the "stock jobbers" to every kind of blindness and deception, show
ing just how bottomless is the abyss into which totally irrational stoCk 
market activity can lead. Somewhat later, examples of the influence of 
mass hysteria, herd behavior, and blind imitation were identified in stock 
market trade and speculation, ranging from Dutch tulip mania to the 
English South Sea bubble or the French Mississippi bubble. Finally, the 
high volatility of financial markets was cited as the reason for huge price 
fluctuations that defied all rational expectations and for the highly aber
rant, inefficient, and irregular ways in which the markets themselves oper
ated.B Explanations such as these made it possible to assert the logical 
inevitability of over- and undervaluation. Both could ultimately be traced 
back to the influence of foreign, external, noneconomic factors: emotions, 
for instance, or amateurish conduct, willful recklessness, extravagance, 
greed, or sheer lack of common sense. Right up to the most recent col
lapse, financial markets and stock exchanges have been wrestling with a 
real problem of inclusion. There arc too many market players pursuing 
all too incompetent operations or harboring sinister motives, triggering 
irrational movements which, from time to time, give rise to exceptional 
economic situations. Here then the market is neither efficient nor rational· 
it is simply clueless. 

Apart from an apparent consensus that price fluctuations on finm
cial markets should be described as "turbulent currents" and "pure molec· 
ular 8urries,"14 there is not just disagreement among various schools 
thought here but flagrant disunity as to how one payment incident rdaa 
to another and which forces of reason or unreason drive financial aca. 
ity, provide its dynamics, and motivate its anomalies. This problematic 
further complicated by the question of what the play of economic · 
actually refers to. In other words, what do movements on the share 
ket indicate? How are price fluctuations on stock exchanges and 
cial markets to be read and interpreted? What do they have the power 
represent? 

This semiotic question in turn suggests a peculiar ambiguHY•! 
finance economics. On the one hand, "fundamental ~sis" 
trates on comparing price movements on financial m~ts with 
economic data: with factors like productivity, returnS, cost 
forecast dividends, discount rates, current accounts, or purchasing 
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Such factors provide a well-founded reference point fot semiotic events 
and a realistic or objective orientation point for pricing. From this more 
or less classical perspective, finance prices and stock market quotations 
hover in the long term around the intrinsic value of companies or even 
whole national economies. Market trends and cycles would in this view 
be merdy the more or less direct expression of a mute economic reality, 
which will ultimately assert itself thanks to its true and real underlying 
vaJue.ts A substantial frame of reference can thus be glimpsed beneath the 
fluctuations. on currency and stock markets, with their shifting indices 
and quotations, and sufficient grounds for them can be found in the fun
damental economic data. 

On the other hand, the common practice of "technical analysis" 
operates with a form of observation that strictly disregards these refer
ential dimensions. This is the mantic art practiced by banking and stock 
exchange personnel who, duly initiated into the mysteries of operations 
research and computational finance, glean prognostic dues for shon-term 
investment decisions from the charts alone, that is, from their analysis of 
price movement characteristics. Their task is to register probable move
ments and so produce a composite image emerging from market hopes 
an4 expectations. & early as 1884, Charles Dow had calculated the daily 
:wcrage of a dozen of the most important share prices on Wall Street, 
wing the data ro create clear profiles of their movements and oscillation 
puterns at daily1 monthly, yearly, and even longer intervals. His aim was 

ukc a kind of barometric reading of the general business climate. Since 
19sos, at the latest, this approach has evolved inro a successful busi
practice that decodes the meaning of recurring patterns and graphic 

tampJ. ro infer future probabilities from past quotations. 
Better than all other data-the intrinsic or nominal value of shares, 

.tUmple-these patterns supposedly reflect the true state of the mar
they suggest the shape of things to come and confirm the expres
,_..-cr of graphs to uncover hidden rhythms in the fluctuations of 

rkct and currency transactions. Chartists and analysts speak here 
lines" and "trend channels," of "bear" and "bull models," of 

•••sen;'lll&al.t s;aucers " "head d sh ul-'--- .. " callo " "8 d · ' an o uu:; top, s ps, or ags an pen-
1 cha.r:acreristic formations that record trending directions and 

..rrru~ points. These graphs do not purport to represent underlying 
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value references. Instead, decisions about buying and selling are assessec~ 
solely by the way in which price signals interlink to form a pattern or 
syntagmatic chain. This results, on the one hand, in a kind of fair·hand or 
copybook version of the economic universe; in the trading rooms, signab 
from the outside world line up to form a noise·free tableau. On the other 
hand, it is in these same trading rooms that all the diverse species known 
to the world of finance meet and mingle. As in natural cycles, the madcct 
continually rehearses the same old motions and goes through the same 
routines. History itself becomes a form of endless recycling.l6 

From theodicy to oikodicy 

These then are the standard models, positions, and procedures wilt 
which finance economics has endeavored, since the latter half of the twea
tieth century, to explain and represent the course and temporal c1yna. 
ics of price formations on foreign exchange and stock markets. They 
center on the enigma of price movements and fluctuations, as well as ~ 
related problems of timing and forecasting-and collectively, they bespeak 
a certain perplexity on the part of economics. The need for an expla.. 
tion of financial activity calls for a comprehensive economic hettnenaa> 
tics and reveals, above all, a chronic lack of unity in the various ptaetiai 
and theoretical formulae for intervention, the diagnoses and presctiptiell 
offered by the discipline. All these interpretations and perspectives 
resent diverse and ultimately incompatible attempts to explain 
events situated at the center of modern finance economics. Not only 
they draw attention to different levds or aspects of the same events; 
emphasize different, partly contradictory, partly overlapping ideas 
the coherence of the economic universe. 

What is at stake here is nothing less than the logical consistentYAII 
orderliness of the financial system. What actually constitutes an 
financial markets? How does it (re)present itself? What brings it 
how does it fit in with other events situated on the same temporal 
Which reality is expressed in the play of price signals and which 
ing forces are at work in the modern financial market, setting t~ 
precipitating extraordinary events and crises? In the end, the contrVIII 
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ha es 
on all these questions attests to the manifest insolubility of the 

1 trag 
estions themselves. 

qu These are thus anicles of dispute within the discipline of economic 
. ,_ Whether or not lessons can be learned about future price flows 

sacn ...... 
d investments from the history of stock exchange movements: whether 

a::d how ptice fluauations relate to funda~~ntal econom.ic data and con· 
d: · ns in the outside world; whether a ficttttous play of stgns has become 
~7ched from the so·called real economy, and if so, how this came about; 
v.ilcthet movements on financial markets occur by n~cessity or by chance: 

what extent sequences of monetary events are mottvated or unfounded: 
,kther the financial system functions efficiently or chaotically, or both 

•nee; whether market dynamics represent rational interaction or the 
rest irrationality: all these questions reveal the models and hypotheses 
finance economics to be action programs that take a historical and 

~tic approach to the economic universe without reaching any con· 
about what holds that universe together. Together, they lead us to 
rain of a dark and confused empiricism. They point to uncertainty 
what economic teality actually is, and they hold a number of disap· 

ments in store. "In no other field of empirical inquiry," the economist 
'ly Ltontief observed, "has such ingenious statistical machinery been 

, and with such indifferent results."17 The enigma of exceptional 
.-ns, rare events, and black swans remains. 
At the vanishing point of 6nance·economic knowledge stands a 

~tic figure. The critical mass of events endlessly argued over by 
ists resembles a picture: puzzle in which reason and unreason, order 

, a foreseeable course of world events and sheer unfettered con· 
ppeat as indistinguishable. Questions, exegetical efforts, and 

~rsies of this kind weigh all the more heavily since they bear on the 
ef one of liberal economic theory's oldest and most deep·seated 

..ns: the conviction that market activity is an exemplary locus of 
'cteration mechanisms, harmonization, appropriate allocation, 

5«ial rationality, and that it demands to be represented in a 
tematic way. That is why it seems justified to identify, at the 

•f t~ese disputes and in the explanatory attempts occasioned 
aa&D~:ul cnscs, the reprise of a problematic that only older attempts 

theodicy had been compelled to address with comparable 
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systematic rigor. Given that the capitalist economy has become our 
given too our propensity to look to protit and economic grOWth to 

some remnant of the old hope for an earthly Providence, modern 
theory also cannot avoid confronting the baffling question of how 
all, apparent irregularities and anomalies can exist in a system sup~ 
based on reason, In Leibniz's terms: Which events appear to be comMrilll 
(and hence "compossible") with which other events? Are relations 
these events law-governed and if so, by which laws? And how can 
existing economic world be "the best of all possible worlds"? 

In any case, the questions that Kant used to test whether atfelliJI'.I 
a theodicy were at all tenable would have to be directed, by analogy, to 
tifications of the current financial system. Here too it would be 
to demonstrate chat what seem to be "counterpurposive" and 
tiona) conditions are in fact nothing of the sort; or that they should 
judged as brute facts but as "the unavoidable consequence of the 
things," as tolerable side effects of a generally satisfactory \Vorld 
that they are to be ascribed, in the end, to the flawed nature 
the world," the limited foresight of unreliable human actors.18 Anv 
proof would require answers to the following questions: Art G~lllli 
"irrational exuberances" really exceptional cases, or are they regular 
cesses in the life of capitalist economies? Is the distinction berwcca 
rational and the irrational adequate to grasp the effects of this 
Are we really only dealing with the unreliability and limited 
finance professionals? Or is economic rationality directly confromillllt.l 
own irrationality here? Can a form of order be discerned here or 
haphazard aggregate of disparate individual actions? Does the 
fact work rationally and efficiently? And is there any plausible 
evencs in the finance economy? 

Just as the Lisbon earthquake of 1755 once shook modern theodicil 
ics foundations, so the financial tremors of the last twenty years 
to undermine the scientific scarus of economic theory. What is at 
is nothing less than the validity, possibility, and tenability of a 
capitalist oikodicy,19 a theodicy of the economic universe: the inner 
siscency of an economic doctrine that-rightly or wrongly, for 
ill-views contradictions, adverse effects, and breakdowns in the 
as eminently compatible with its sound institutional arrangement. 

- - - 1-: . .-

2 ..-.-
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Social physics 

bat comes into question with this oikodicy is one of the founding 
political economy. According to its assumptions, only the mar
its players can guarantee spontaneous order, systematic organiza

the workings of Providence in the world. The history of political 
o.;:QQOIPY is the history of this optimistic conception. Originating in sev

h-century natural law, political advice literature, and moral philos
omic science achieves systematic consistency in the expectation 
ing on from advances in mathematics, astronomy, physics, and 

~. bws of motion analogous to those governing the scars and natu
.ould be discovered in human actions as well. The formulation 
bws for the movement of natural bodies-from the astron-

.epcrnicus to the physics of Galileo and Newton-accords with 
due there is a specific rationality to be found in political and 
ence it has detached itself from the exemplary model of divine 

nment to seek its principles in icsel£ By the eighreenth century, 
urgent calls for a Leibniz, a Descartes, or a Newton of politics 
Y were voiced: for someone who would systematize the study of 
pelitical dynamics in the same way these illustrious predeces

matized the empirical study of nature. When it was claimed, 
aampk, that the rules of geometry apply just as much in society as 

n..arure, or that the law of gravity is no less valid in the moral 
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than in the physical universe, these were no mere analogies. Rather, they 
amounted to the claim that the structure of social order can only be legiti. 
mated through the empirical investigation of its mechanisms, forces, and 
elements. 

Early Modern debates about reason and natural law had already 
unfolded on the basis of a political epistemology that posited a cohetcnt 
and self-perpetuating order behind disparate individual phenomena, as 
well as law-governed relations between apparently unconnected move. 
ments, things, and beings. That is why recourse was so often taken to abe 
systemic concepts of astronomy, which provided a model for law-govetacd 
processes and changes, for relations between forces and movements. 1r 
is also why attempts were made to develop a politics based on physics 
or mechanics, discovering a hidden interplay of forces behind modes 
social interaction. And finally, it is why thinkers sought a definition 
human "nature" as both the agent of these dynamics and their most~ 
lematic example. In Hobbes's words: 

as in a watch or some such small engine, the matter, the figure and motion rJ 
wheels, cannot well he known except it be taken in sunder, and viewed in 
so to make a more cutious search into the rights of States and duties 
it is necessary (I say not to take them in sunder, but yet that) they be so 
ered as if they were dissolved (i.e.) that we rightly understand what the qualiry• 
human nature is, in what matter it is, in what not fit to make up a civil 
ment, and how men must be agteed among themsdves, that intend to gnrw 
into a wdl·rounded State.• 

lf, then, in modern times the earth not only begins to rotate around 
sun but money too startS to rotate around the earth,2 these rewlurillll 
are evidently complemented by an anthropological one, which no 
presents a mere "image" of mankind but mankind as it •realty• 
this redefinition becomes the starting point for new conceptions 
political order. At any rate, ever since the Baroque, teachers of 
and moral philosophers have generally agreed that human beinp 
longer to be understood simply as zoa politika, as political an~ 
are directly and instinctivdy adapted to life in society. In contrast 
other creatures, human beings have instead shown themselves to 

functional and quite unsuited to communal existence. By 
are disagreeable companions for their fellows-and an extensive 
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about such concepts as "self-love" or "self-preservation" proves that here, 
far as human beings are concerned, we can only join Kant in speak
~ of "unsociable sociability" or a "nation of devils." According to this 
. ..., "real• human beings find themselves in a hopelessly "ruined state"; va .. ~. 

they are "creatureS filled with all kinds of wicked cravings."' The cen-
tral focus for political empiricism is now a specimen of the human race 
whose unreliable impressions and illusions, twisted passions and desires, 
mUSt all be taken into account. It is possible to see, in reflections of this 
kind, the emergence of a political anthropology, perhaps even the genesis 

me anthropological question itsd£ Above all, however, they constitute 
essential step toward grasping and realizing new ways of conceiving 

the mechanisms of social interaction. The identification of a new type of 
man being thus coincides with novel conceptions of social order, con

iens in which market events and political economy will ultimatdy 
e a privileged role. How is this to be understood? How does this 

being, who is equally real and corrupt, differ from the old Adam 
ristian theology? And what is the modern oikodicy based on? 

Private vices ... 

lt first needs to be emphasized that human beings of this type-as 
re described from around the seventeenth century onwards-are 

cures of their desires; they are moved by appetite and aversion, 
.aw:nen and repulsion, and hence are constitutionally defined by their 

«ficits and malfunctions. That is not the whole story, however. For 
new claimed that, contrary to expectations, these very deficiencies 

made it possible for a social order to emerge that works better, 
e rp, tlun any other. This is what was meant by the famous formula: 

, public benefits." The phrase was first used in Bernard Man
·-eighteenth-century work of moral philosophy, The Fabk of 
~ went on to enjoy such great success that it gave rise to a 
~ social theotem. As Mandeville saw it, human beings are 

4eminated and their heans inflamed by affects, desires, and 
'ding even such formerly deadly sins as superbia, avaritia, 

ru, that is, pride, avarice, envy, and gluttony. All the samem 11 tOr' 
• " argument goes on-it is not the moderate tendencies but 
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precisely the immoderate ones that are genuinely creative, cunn4lg, aa.l 
productive; furthermore, all these various passions incite and agitate~ 
other in such a way that they ultimately balance each other out and c-. 
pensate for each other's ill effects. Thus one man's avarice holds ~thcr 
"prodigality" in check, so that through their scheming and cunning tbcp 
both contribute to the common good. 

That is the central point of the argument: what in individ
appears sinful, irregular, and reprehensible gives rise, in the big ~ 
ture, to a dynamic and harmonious order. As Mandeville writes, 
good statesman only has to reckon with the worst in his subjeas; 
has no need to take virtues and moderating qualities into ace~ 
only the extremes of unbridled passion. He observes their vices aao-.i._. 
like a reagent, combining and reacting with each other; he sees 
"both melt away alike, and they consume themselves by being 
eficial to the several compositions they belong to."4 Modern hum~~t_. 
come into the world not merely as rational beings but as parti,. .. l.~ 
passionate subjects who can transform even the old Christian 
sins into new social assets. 

Precisely because human beings are asocial-this is how the 
prising argument goes-they help contribute to social order; 
because they are unreliable, they can be integrated into society as 
able, known quantities. How is this possible? By what mechanism 
lawfulness be produced from anomie beings? What dynamic is at 

here and what is its overall function in the system? Here too the 
given by the English empiricists, French moralists, and German 
engineers coincide in one essential point: all these affective 
ics come together in the mechanism of self-interest. At the heart 
(mis)deeds and passions, all desires and inclinations, lies an 
element which, since the seventeenth century, has gone by the 
of "interest" or "self-interest." The concept of (self-)interest 
originated in raison d'etat or national interest before passing into 
theory-and the aspects that enabled it to become a theoret' 
practical cornerstone for the order of modern commercial r..-latDa~ 
be sketched in very general terms below.s 
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Interests 

I the firs t place, interest is to be understood as a final, indissoluble 
; social relations: all behavior, even the most apparently disinter-

c:sted• is ultimatdy moti~te~ by self-in.terest .. Wha~ever ~omeonc: wants 
·res wherever indmatton or passaon dnves ham-m any more or ,, . 

.nscious decision-making process the logic of preference is at work 
~ it always culminates in what is best for oneself. Even the vilest crav-

. nd most heated passions are stabilized by a trace element of self
t that dictates the choice of the more pleasant, less painful option. 
erest thus proves to be a form of volition that works not through 
)m, self-mastery, and restraint but, on the contrary, through self-

seo. Sdf-interest does not countenance self-denial. It functions as 
· ncipled principle. It is realized in concrete situations, in the face 
-cte alternatives; it kpows no universal (moral) laws and reacts to 
.ce nature of world events. Interested subjects are therefore any-

l.ut moral or legal subjects; they refuse to be denied. Crucially, how
ahese who act out of self-interest have no alternative but to cooperate 

hers in trade and exchange. In communicating their inclinations, 
reate the ground rules for social engagement. It is in self-interest 

inclinations and passions of all parties meet, and it is precisely in 
nuit of that interest that the social and political laws of nature are 

ust as natural bodies succumb to the law of gravity, so society 
~~~ by the law of self-interest. Therein lies the analogy between 

~human interactions: the laws of cosmology dictate the govern
sec.icty. As the French moral philosopher Helvetius put it, "If the 

iverse is subject to the laws of motion, the moral universe is no 

t to those of interest. "'S 

together, all these changes add up to nothing short of a moral 
..W.,.Iogical revolution. The image of mankind formed in the 

nd eighteenth centuries is one unblemished by original sin. 
·P are neither good nor evil, neither devilish nor angelic, but 
All dysfunctional at one and the same time. They are dysfunc

....... u: they participate in society only reluctantly and by chance; 
funaional because this very reluctance ensures that every

-. .... nrsted pursuit of his own desires and aspirations results in a 
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lawful and predictable whole. This is th~ law of society, and it makes for 
better government than all other moral precepts or legal rules. An older 
wisdom that perceived public loss in private gain and demanded that lim
its be set on private interest "so that your neighbor too may live"

7 
is thus 

inverted and transformed into a system of fruitful opportunism. 
Since the seventeenth century, then, deep within the human breast 

a heart has been beating that burns with desire; all desires and passions, 
however, only serve to mask a naked, irreducible element of sheer sell=. 
interest. This is what drives social interactions, producing order out of 
disorder and lawfulness out of lawlessness. Even today there are those 
who continue to identify in this process a mechanism for transforming 

sporadic isolated actions into predictable and orderly sequences. In his 
ctitique of the behavioral foundations of economic theory, for cxampe. 
Amarcya Sen remarks: "It is possible to define the interest of a person in 
such a way that in every single decision they make they are seen to be 
following their own interests."8 At the same time, self-interest btcamethr 
motivating force of a new, "realistic" cype of human being, who now~ 
to be redefined as homo economicus. His various passions and imeresu 
provide the mechanism by which social reality is produced in the filii 
place. As a result, a systematic web of interrelations arises, narural law 
installed in the midst of society, and a particular system of human i....
actions is privileged that is finally realized in the market economy. · 
way of thinking about markets and economic systems that took .1..-.rlll 

from the seventeenth century onward relates not only to relations 
prices, commodities, and payments, but also to the domain governed 
the law of self-interest, and therefore to the essentially economic 
of human nature. This substrate is the medium by which an demcarll 
form of social realicy directly reproduces itself, a medium that 
stimuli with responses and responses with communications. This 

a further question in the present context: what makes for the 
of homo economicus? How exactly does he navigate these systems? 
concrete form does his law-governed activicy take? And what role 

assume in a new oikodicy? 
This new human cype. driven by self-interest, moves so 

an inscrutable world because he himself is blind and limited. sees 
with the "foolish mole-like eyes of egotism,"

9 
and does not aspilt 
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kind of overview. He operates like a tiny island of rationalicy in an entirely 
contingent and irrarional world. Like one of his most illustrious models, 
Robinson Crusoe, marooned on his desert island, he knows that order in 

the world is neither preestablished nor impossible but must be wrested into 
being. Homo economicus specializes in making fresh starts and coping with 
difficult situations; he is able to do so because he categorizes things in the 
world, not according to whether they are good or bad, true or false, just or 
unjust, but by the criteria of profit and loss. To this day, economic theory 
h2s teStified to this truth: there would be no "economic" human beings if 
reality did not afford an opportunicy for organizing the multiplicicy of its 
phenomena and signals in a hard-headed, business-like way, according to 
the advantages and disadvantages they present. Those who follow their own 
inclinations and interests insist on the limited nature of those inclinations 
and interests. Furthermore, they single-mindedly disregard the rest of the 
world, assuming at best that everyone else shares their own narrow-minded
~. which transforms passions into interests and interests into advantages. 
Their rationality is rational only because it remains undemanding and local. 
As a subject, homo economicuswould therefore be constrained by his limited 
knowledge; failing to see the sequence of causes and effects, he would him
xU' produce effects that he does not recognize, does not intend, and which 

pe his blinkered perspective. 

Invisible hands 

It is, however, precisely these unintended effects, originating from 
interests and selfish tendencies, which cannot help turning out 

~ood of the whole. This turn became a commonplace of bourgeois 
philosophy in the eighteenth century; by furthering talk of a "bar

interests," it created the expectation of an earthly Providence!0 It 
i~, above all, by an image that gained notoriecy, at lea.•it with 

h, as the "invisible hand," an image which to this day still 
the assumptions made by political economy about order in the 

famous reference from The Wealth of Na#om (1776), the sec
lecture course on moral philosophy, reads as follows: 

.......... _:_ agent) generally neither intends to promote the public interest, 
tch he is promoting it. By preferring the support of domestic to 
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that of foreign industry, he intends only his own secutity; and by directing that 
industry in such a manner as its produce may be of the greatest value, he intends 
only his own gain. And he is in this, as in many other cases, led by an invisible 
hand to promote an end which was no part of his intention. By pursuing his own 
interests he frequently promotes that of the society more effectually than when 
he really intends to promote it. 1 have nevet known much good done by those 

who affected to trade fot the public good. 

Ttanspatent nontranspatency thus prevails here. On the one hand, thete is 
evidently some quasi-divine point from which the workings of the whole 
system appear fully transparent. On the othet hand, the system only wotks 
if no agent occupies this position. The satisfaction of needs-and hence 
social reciprocity-does not depend on the goodwill of the individual, 
whether it be the butcher, the baker, ot the candlestick maker, but rather 
on the fact that individuals ate perpetually in conflict, "perceiv[ing] their 
own interests" only and looking out fot their own advantage. Social order 
is not built on oversight, charity, and cooperativeness. When it comes to 

communicating out interests, it is much mote a matter of "negotiating, 
exchanging and purchasing"; in ttade, self-interest ultimately discovers 

the principle of social reason.
11 

This btings us to one of the most important components of the new 
social law and the oikodicy, a defining feature of homo economicus and 
his milieu, the market. Economic beings ate reliable on account of their 
very limitations, they ate social due to their lack of sociality, and it is 
only through theit self-interested patticipation in ttade that they can be 
brought to serve a purpose exttinsic to themselves. Above all, they best 
exercise conttol ovet themselves and others if they ate left uncontrolled. 
Thete is nothing-and this will be one of the leitmotifs of the liberalism 
to come-mote harmful than a government that wants to do good. On 
the contrary, what is called fot hete is a Mephistophelian agenda, one that 
takes its cue ftom a powet "which would do evil constantly and constantly 
does good," inadvertently producing what is best fot all. Civil society, 
which constitutes itself as the milieu of homo economicus, is governed by 
the principle of nonttanspatency ot inscrutability; there is no benevolent 
political actot, possessed of an all-encompassing overview and piercin& 
insight, who might be willing and able to do what is good fot everyone. 
And it is precisely the blindness of self-seeking interests, rather than ad 
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clarity ot broadness of vision, which guarantees the putsuit of a universal 
goal: That is what it means to say that homo economicus is the subject of 
his limited interests but the medium of civil society. 

Although Adam Smith was responsible fot coining one of the 
most popular slogans for describing how a matket economy operates, its 
;emantics ate determined by cwo further aspects. On the one hand, if 
we follow the tangled history of the "invisible hand" metaphor, we can 
see how through this metaphor theological and cosmological questions 
were deposited in the field of social ontology. A century before Adam 
Smith, fot instance, the metaphor tefetted to something secretly at work 
in relations becween natural things, a cosmological phenomenon that, 
like the mechanism of a clock, hides behind the cleatly visible hands and 
dial: "For Nature works by an Invisible Hand in all things."12 The manus 
guhmuztoris of Scholastic philosophy, the guiding hand of God invisibly 
directing all Creation, returns as an influential theological metaphor for 
the Providence manifest in the natural otdet, the oeconomia naturae. And 
before the "invisible hand" appeared in Wealth of Nations as a topos for the 
law-governed activity that turns self-interest and the sttiving fot gain to 
the general good, this expression occurred in Smith himsdf in an entirely 
different yet equally significant context. 

In his History of Astronomy, probably written around 1758, not only 
did Smith attempt an apologia for the Newtonian world system, with its 
laws of gravity and inertia; he also casually remarked on the inability of 
polytheistic religions to trace itregulat events in the natural wotld-events 
in which they saw me miraculous power of the ancient gods at work
back to regularly occurring patterns. While it is only natural that "fite 
burns and water refreshes," or that "heavy bodies descend and lightet sub
St2nces t1y upward," extraordinary phenomena such as lightning, thunder, 
ot storms call for explanation-and for this the ancients would in the end 
simply tum to Jupiter's "invisible hand."13 Here too the invisible hand 
is trtated as a cosmological fact; and just as an invisible hand will )atet 
"ring the unpredictable inclinations of self-seeking subjects to otder, so 
too here an invisible hand shows how irtegulat natural events manifest the 
"'Ork.ings of divindy ordained laws. As a result of such supernatural intet
rc:nrion, eatthly matters are brought into conformity with Providence, 
·~Iatities are ttanslated into otder, and diffuse forces and movements 
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are made to bear witness to an invisible power linking them together. 
this activity by invisible hands indicates that hidden manipulations~ 
the most literal sense-intervene both in the natural course of event$ 
in the dynamics of social interaction. 

On the other hand, it should not be forgotten that Smith 
another version of his concept of the "invisible hand" in the first 
his 1759 essay on moral philosophy, The Theory of Moral Smtimrnts. 
here homo economicus is defined by more than his failure to see the 
situation, his lack of a comprehensive overview. Economic beings can 
function to the extent that they are always missing something ~~n 
fundamental. In Smith's words, the "proud and unfeeling landlord 
let his gaze wander over his vast fields and in his imagination consllfllnli 
entire harvest without even sparing a thought for "the wanu of his 
ren." The "capacity of his stomach," however, "bears no propoma.. 
the insatiability of his desires," functioning instead as a physical or 
physiological limit. That is why he must distribute the rest of his 
vest whether he wants to or not, and it is also why it is precisdy 
his desire for more "luxuries," "baubles and trinkets" that he 
needs of others. Despite or precisely because of their "natural 
and rapacity," the rich share their wealth with the poor. In Smith's 
this means that 

they are led by an invisible hand to make nearly the same dimiburion of 
essaries of life, which would have been made, had the earth been 
equal portions among all its inhabitants; and thus without intendi~ 
knowing it, advance the interest of the society and afford the means for 
tiplication of the species}" 

Here too the drive to satisfy blind egoistic impulses advances 
eral good. Furthermore, Smith introduces a permanently insati 
one that is more or less unlimited, goes beyond needs and their 
tion, and even exceeds the capacity of the body containing it. 
later to call this the "addicrion to abstract pleasure,• displayed 
talists, whose drive to accumulate money and capital stands 
proportion to any real concrete need. And this is a further 
both of economic beings and the economic system they 
basic components of this system are not simply commodities or 
but object relations, preferences, wishes, and desires-and it 
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tbci ·mmoderate nature that guarantees a modicum of balance in the 
r 

1 
overall. Since the end of the eighteenth century, at the latest, eco· 

~subjects have been produced by inrernalizing what they lack; they 
become automata of desire who must necessarily want what they do 

receive. Like Goethe's Faust, homo tconomicus is someone who feels 
pang of emptiness in plenitude, discovers what he wishes for when 

out on it, and ultimately masters the art of insufficiency-the 
is, of searching in infinite striving for finite and always scarce 

LllD ... -ities. This is the "desiring·machine" (Deleuze/Guattari) of homo 
who with his egoistic preferences, unintended consequences, 

knowledge, and limidess desires wants what he cannot do and 

1t he cannot want. 

H.mo economicus 

the seventeenth century-to put it briefly-the discourses of 
f'iahts and moral philosophy have provided some of the building 

1 n aJJ.purpose de.finition of homo tconomicus. These discourses 
.mptions about the state of the world with presuppositions about 

ure, and they have led to a long·lasting, radical change in the 
:htld and in t~e economy of human interrelations. This means, 

m.ftrn ~ economkus appears on the scene not merely as a 
l but also as a passionate one, whereby these passions are reg· 

mechanism of interests. Second, he acts as a blind subject with 
~ge. It is precisely through this blindness that he produces

--•waally and unconsciously-harmonious social relations. For this 
J.ws a specific path in life. Homo economicus acquires wisdom 

·ranee and gets ahead in life thanks to his limited aware· 
h•rizons. Incidentally, a similar contradiction can be found 
ture of the German Bi/Jung.rroman: Wilhelm Meister, too, 

rl&h&ful place in life precisely through his limited knowledge 
ICn4k.l consequences of his actions, as if steered there by an 

hand."1
' Third, homo economicus is an enemy of the state 

. . As F.u- :U he is concerned, the implementation of a good 
1' ••me laws, Institutions, administration, and so on-conflicts 

unpkmentation of systematicity itsel£ With his appearance 
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in the sphere of a liberal economy from the late eighteenth centu 
an obstacle or ,.bane of excessive government" is now discern~ 
mechanism of the market becomes the test for the efficiency of all 
ficial arrangements" that shape the life of "civil society."" And 
hostility to government interference does not detract, as might he 
from homo economicus developing into an eminendy soYernabte 
type. The priority given to economics, trade, and market forces 
milieu in which the desires and interests of homo econom;~ 
control themselves, balancing and offsetting each other in the 
law that establishes order here is not external to individual pla}'ers; 
from their selfish heans and governs them better and more 
any ruler; it acts, in short, as an invisible hand. Homo eam""timim 
will be his constantly repeated claim-no longer needs either 

1
ht 

maker or the prudent politician. Civil society, which has been 
agency, gives itself over to a dynamic in which the players, for 
may behave erratically and idiosyncratically as indiyiduaJs, are 
predictable and calculable as a collective and can therefore be 
conduct themselves in accordance with legal Statutes and moral 
For this reason, the market is not just one forum among others 
of social order as such: a catalyst that, in transforming passions 
and selfish interests into amicable concord, direcdy follows a law 
The various evils-and in this we hear the echoes of an older 
are more than just a necessary pan of the system; they arc: what 
harmonious mode of operation. 

All these elements define the domain of homo economiNd 
a liberal idyll of the market that inspired characteristic 
praise of the "sweet" and "gentle" spirit of rrade,17 but also 
recent representatives of the discipline of economics into 
Friedman, for one, maintained that we have the miracle of tht 
ket to thank for the fact that prices arising from voluntary 
between buyers and sellers actually coordinate the activities 
market parricipants. The price system takes over the task 
absent center and guarantees that social order emerges, as 
as it does unintentionally, from divergent individual forces. 
ing to love each other, indeed without really even having 
cooperate with each orher, we all work towards the com 
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r own sel~interest. Under the aegis of that ominous invisible 
,.sc responsibility as economic agents is to be responsible for 

nobodY but oursdves.1
1 

.ralisrn 

,~-hat cruddy, we would have to speak here of the emer
J~I despotism. A market of this kind not only demands a 

t of effort to free its subjects to pursue their own desires 
s. The expansion of local markets into a market society also --IPP- be . ,. . d . b the relationship tween economtcs, po mcs, an soctety e 

M 
11
• The market is charged with executing a law of nature, as it 
~her Jaws and institutions are to be assessed by the way they 

~nee with this natural law, thereby guaranteeing the sponra
•n of economic mechanisms. In this respect the market has 

.arena for the realization of practical reason. 
~nrous moral-philosophical shift was probably first made ' 
pnysiocrats, the politico-economic theorists to whom the 

IIIIIDtiU at a systematic ~ount of economic life may be attrib
wu prccisely what the physiocrats had in mind when they 
~e llgaL Whereas the order of nature (ordre tk 14 nature) 

of economic exchange and in so doing follows the dictates 
•••tt.lt .. We«: narurallaw, the task of the moral order (ordre naturt/) is 

dcrt participants duty-bound to act on guidelines that com
.nciple of this natural law. This results in a "jurisprudence 

publicum univmak that aligns institutions, legal prin
•f behavior with natural processes and discovers the site 

.... -'mf--rm-ity in market mechanisms. The market guarantees that 
pertain equally to moral life; and the forces of the market 

1 ••• We fer economic law, in particular, to represent natural rights 
inevitable consequence of this overall accommodation 

that the distinction, ·stemming from the modern theory 
R 3 SJ ~n civil society and the stare of nature no longer makes 

t cancels or elides this distinction and eliminates the 
of natural law. It circumvents the social contract and 
kind of civil ltat tk nature. 
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What later goes by the name of" liberalism" thus first took the 
of naturalism, which defined so-called market freedoms Primarily in 
of a dury and an obligation: the duty to relinquish control of 

sub!ects and a co~respo~ding obligation ~o ~ubordina~ gover~ 
thetr agents to pnmordtal market laws. fhts naturaltsm of g~ 
applies the principles of natural law to institutions and thereby lart 
to a moral-philosophical justification for liberal economics, but ic • 
built on theoretical foundations that secure the legal force of eccn 
in the first place. For the market becomes the gold standard 
and social legitimacy only on condition that it provides a paradw 
example of balance and equilibrium. In the context of protracted 
about the allocation of grains and foodstuffs, this means that 
on the market have been determined, since the middle of the 
century, by the question of the relationship between the system 

and the corresponding supply situation. The movements of -
are dictated by the dynamics of prices. Here, in the relatiou 
ply and demand, we discover the mysterious "equilibrium of the 
here too, in the process of price formation on free marketS, ~ 
the hand of Providence working with "boundless love" to tura 
commerce and all the desires circulating through it to the comi1ICII 
The benevolent work of nature recurs in the balance and eauililrll 
trade.2t 

System of prices 

Thus exchange, or more precisely the buyer-seller 
becomes the basis of all social relations, so inaugurating politiall 
my's love affair with Robinsonades; take three islands, one 
duces only crops, the second only wool, and the third only 
surpluses of one island answer to the needs of the other twO" 

surplus products are exchanged for necessities, not only is the 
of each island cancelled out but a balance is suuck between 
which are equalized and harmonized in a fair, appropriate ., 
price. In essence, this is why the circulation of commodities 
was pictured as a system of communicating vessels, in 
exchange operations cause surpluses to flow where they 
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nd essary and where they can continue guaranteeing the bal-

\he~hole.z2 In this res~t, too, Adam S~ith w~ to ~ff~ as~-
t 

formulating a pnce theory that snll provtdes msptratton 
accoun, . . " 

ilS "beauty" and for represcntmg the first achtevement of a free 

rd "13 
~tto er. h's equilibrium theory is determined by the fortuitous correla-

n rwo interacting price types: on the one hand, the actual 
•;c cs which result from the fluctuating proportions of supply and 
P"'• h . . . I" ral""lld ...-1: eo the other, t e mtnnstc, centra , or natu prt~e, ca _cu ate 

in expenditure on ground rent, wages, and capttal gam. And 
show the beneficence of the system: the "interest" of all "labor
.; and "landlords" always works to ensure that the "natural 

,._ to speak, the central point toward which "the prices of all 
__ .,

1111111 
•• are continually gravitating. Different accidents may some

them suspended a good deal above it, and sometimes force 
even somewhat below it. But whatever may be the obstacles 

them from settling in this center of repose and continuance, 
,tandy tending towards it."2~ Even if sudden and apparendy 

1 1 We price fluctuations should cause anxiety, even if monopolies, 
- ....... mKions, or privileges may obstruct or falsify the play of mar

cunomic science has a soothing explanation to hand: just as 
it1 periodically rotate around a stable orbit, according to the 

..Unics of Lagrange or Laplace, so market prices, which are 
matter of chance, likewise oscillate in the long term around 

nd IUtd a rational basis in this price. With that, not only 
the optimal distribution of all resources; they also make 

cJUire national economies to strive towards a state of equi
rket solves a problem of justice and distributes wealth 

• Z ,,_ p«tions. There may be little agreement about the actual 
~cd this equilibrium in the nascent discipline of politi
example, about whether it should be understood as an 
pie, or a reality), and Smith himself may never have set 

he understood by equilibrium; nonetheless, equilibrium 
uucial element of economic knowledge and was passed 

5 
, .- llk.aN., Walras, Jevons, and Pareto to the doctrines of the 
• • -.an,"'\ Eco . h b nomtc t eory was orn as a theory of equilibrium. 
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A kind of theoretical wish fulfillment was thus fonnulate(! 
to market mechanisms. The question of the laws govtrning 
tions leads from blind passions and sd6sh interests to the 
ance and equilibtium. Such cquilibtium is only gualantecd_ 
matket in which disparate tendencies, forces, and interests are 
moderated, and harmonized by the system of prices. The dv .... _t.J:, 

formation thus not only presents an analogy to the COsmic 
gravitational fotces ensute the evenness of eternal heavenly 
all theit appatent itregularities. It also provides sufficient gt'Ou!*l 

ordet to be possible in the fitst place. The market is both the 
end of organized social telations. This modd of market activity 
a great future. In this model, the mechanisms of human · 
aftet the ptocesses of economic life, while these processes in tura 
in line with matket forces and price movements. According to 

it is the matket that translares spontaneous, isolated actions 
consequences. It is the matket that establishes a sarisfact~ 
berween demand and production costs, allowing prices to gravU.i 
the natural ot ttue wotth of the products traded; and nwkct 
ultimately what guarantee the optimal allocation of tesoutca, 
ties, and wealth. Finally, since Adam Smith, economists have 
the mechanism of the market that transfotms the disparate 
interests, the willful behaviot of its players, into a rational or 
set of telationships, thereby setting it on a providential course. 
conditions have become inserutable, human beings deficient. 
obscure, the matket has apparently created a limited yet imJlRIIIII!! 
serve of bourgeois otdet. From the eighteenth century tight up 
ent, the theory of ftee matkets has thus set about crediting 
with an exemplary capacity fot maintaining order, thereby 
standard that, bettet than any othet modd, can serve as a 
monious social otdet. 

Interpersonal relations ate rationalized in trade and the 
goods, but it is ptecisely fot this teason that the matket and 
tern ate mote than just a mattet of economics. Little as Adam 
tettospectively be held to account fot offeting an unabashed 
emetging capitalism ot fot teducing social life to purdy ec~ 
it is thanks to him that economic ptocesses were seen as 
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the market understood as the insttument of a spontaneous 
"ec:ono.rnic ideology" was fotmcd not on the petiphety of 

thought but at its center. The idea of the market attests to 
.f21 philosophy and occupies the place of a ptactical ttuth 

...._&11" study of politics, society. and history.
26 

In the apotheosis 
tht bWS of social interaction have been naturalized. What 

~th century has been called civil society was founded in 

10;~rket and stands ot falls with this oikodicy. 


